
Naples , Between Art & Craftmanship

Going around the city, in some of the most important historic sites, our guide Il Vagabondo the Wanderer will disclose the

hidden truths about the city, through tales concerning history, people traditions, what the entire world doesn't know about

Naples

Day - 4 Naples

Ulderico Pinfildi : The Nativity Scene’ Artist (F)

Transfer by walk at funicolare centrale and with a pleasant walk be reached Piazza del Gesù , few minutes distant

from Ulderico Pinfildi’s workshop!

Art • Inspiration • Passion 

The birth of the true Neapolitan nativity scene,  the reason for its uniqueness and world renown, disclosed through

Ulderico Pinfildi’s idyllic and delightful tales, tells about the links that are interwoven between history, culture,

tradition, legends and mysteries of Naples in the 1700.

He will show the technique he use to create unique objects, where it is visible all the influence of Caravaggio from

which the artist draws inspiration, respecting the canons of tradition.

The Nativity scene’s artist «raised fed by clay and passion» that reinterprets the Neapolitan nativity scene in a unique

way, the result is the creation of artworks. Return to Casa Tolentino.

Overnight: Naples

Roundtrips Itinerary
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Inclusions

4 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Private transfer from Airport /Train Station to Hotel

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- 1 Art class  –material included -trsfin/out-

- 1 Neapolitan Coffee Master class

- On the way of artisan; The Neapolitan Nativity scene

- Half day experience with pvt guide Il Vagabondo (The

Wanderer) , Castel Sant Elmo a dmission ticket, tkts funicolare ,

visit Omega workshop explanation and demonstration of the

various phases for the realization of a glove

- Toledo Metro Art Station

Tours and excursions according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tourist Tax (3,50 €, per Person, per day)

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees
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